Single particle reconstruction of membrane proteins: a tool for understanding the 3D structure of disease-related macromolecules.
Membrane proteins play important roles in cell functions such as neurotransmission, muscle contraction, and hormone secretion, but their structures are mostly undetermined. Several techniques have been developed to elucidate the structure of macromolecules; X-ray or electron crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, and high-resolution electron microscopy. Electron microscopy-based single particle reconstruction, a computer-aided structure determination method, reconstructs a three-dimensional (3D) structure from projections of monodispersed protein. A large number of particle images are picked up from EM films, aligned and classified to generate two-dimensional (2D) averages, and, using the Euler angle of each 2D average, reconstructed into a 3D structure. This method is challenging due to the necessity for close collaboration between classical biochemistry and innovative information technology, including parallel computing. However, recent progress in electron microscopy, mathematical algorithms, and computational ability has greatly increased the subjects that are considered to be primarily addressable using single particle reconstruction. Membrane proteins are one of these targets to which the single particle reconstruction is successfully applied for understanding of their structures. In this paper, we will introduce recently reconstructed channel-related proteins and discuss the applicability of this technique in understanding molecular structures and their roles in pathology.